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Appendix 8:                              SAMS AND SSA - A HISTORICAL REVIEW 
 
 
1. SSA and its constitution (Nov 2011 issue):  Contentious issues 
  

1.1. The 11/12 and 12/13 seasons was marked by the misunderstanding and confusion that existed over SAMS’ 
actual relationship not only with SSA but also SSA affiliate members (viz., regional aquatic bodies). This 
confusion arose because SSA, in May 2011, stated that the Department (Sport South Arica) required that all 
disciplines (including schools, masters, defence, etc.) had to be integrated. SSA interpreted this requirement 
by requiring masters and masters clubs to affiliate and to register via regional aquatic bodies, 
notwithstanding that SSA’s constitution makes no provision for such affiliation.  
 

1.2. According to SSA’s constitution (Nov 2011 issue), SAMS is catered for as an associate member (SSA clause 
12.8). Also, as per SSA clause 5.1.11 masters clubs are not indicated as being required to register to regional 
affiliates. Accordingly, masters’ capitation fees have always been paid directly by SAMS to SSA. Furthermore, 
SAMS cannot simply be switched from an associate to an affiliate without the necessary amendments being 
made to SSA’s constitution and specifically clauses; 5.1.11, 5.3.1, 5.3.4, 5.3.11, 6.4.3, 6.4.6, 12.1, 12.8, 13.10 
and 13.11. In any event, forcing masters to register as regional affiliate members will simply not work and, 
most likely, will lead to the disintegration of masters swimming – see appendix 8, section 8.1.   

 
1.3. As a compromise SAMS, (instead of a master’s club), submitted regional lists of its individual members to 

the relevant regional SSA affiliate together with the capitation fees for each member.  
 

1.4. However, certain SSA affiliates, regardless of the fact that no change to SSA’s constitution had taken place, 
assumed that masters were required to be affiliate members and accordingly needed to adhere to the SSA 
constitution as applied to regional affiliates. This gave rise to disputes and animosity between SAMS and the 
affiliates – see appendix 8, section 8.2. 

 
2. FINA’s guidelines for Masters 
  

2.1. Junior/senior (level) swimmers compete essentially to achieve the ultimate goal of representing an area, 
region or nation. 
 

2.2. According to FINA, the above does not apply to, and is not included in Masters’ guidelines or “Terms of 
Reference”. In terms of the latter, masters’ may only represent a club and never an area, region or nation. 
Further, FINA sets Masters apart as a separate discipline with its own a set of rules. In the preamble to such 
rules, FINA stipulates that masters compete essential, in the first instance; to achieve fitness; secondly, in a 
quest for friendship and thirdly to attain the understanding of differences leading to respect, goodwill and 
generosity.  
 

2.3. The above are the critical factors which differentiates masters from junior/senior (level) swimming and is 
fundamental to: 

 

 SAMS’ constitution, 

 SAMS’ relationship with SSA as well as SSA affiliates and 

 SAMS’ decision making on all issues such as those related to swim events and programmes, records, 
colours and other achievement awards as well as open water swimming. 

 
2.4. Swimmers therefore, become masters on the basis that they may only represent a club and moreover, a 

club of their own choosing. The latter is essential in order that masters may maximize their own potential in 
line with FINA’s “Terms of Reference” for masters. It also has to be appreciated that many masters wish to 
swim for the same club as those of their friends and relatives (e.g. sons, daughters, siblings) who may live in 
areas different to theirs. Furthermore masters need to be associated with clubs sufficiently large so that 
they may fully participate in relay teams. 
 

2.5. It is senseless to force masters to swim for clubs in specific areas when masters are unable to represent such 
areas in competition and given that financial rewards are not on offer for master swimmers to join specific 
clubs! Likewise, it is senseless to have a multitude of small masters clubs, with only one or two swimmers 
each, dotted all over the countryside! 
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3. The competiveness of masters 
  

3.1. Notwithstanding the “Terms of Reference” under which masters compete, masters are intensely 
competitive and this competiveness extends across all the age groups - from the very young to the 90-94 
age groups and beyond. 
 

3.2. Accordingly, to ensure fairness for all, it is important that FINA’s Masters’ rules are diligently applied at all 
masters’ galas.  To allow swimmers to virtually do as they please (such as swimming in a subsequent heat 
when false starting or arriving late for a heat) as was the case at the 2012 Cape Town nationals, is 
unacceptable and not in the spirit of masters.  

 
3.3. The competitiveness of SA masters, in particular, is illustrated by the performances of swimmers at galas at 

all levels - local, national and international. At the June 2012 World masters champs at Riccione, Italy, SA 
masters, in total, broke 3 world records, 12 championship records (albeit 5 finishing in second and third 
positions) as well as claiming 17 gold, 16 silver and 9 bronze medals. At 2012 Cape Town nationals, where 
some 381 swimmers participated, 3 world records were broken by individuals and 2 by relay teams. 

 
3.4. Despite all of the above, masters is about, in the first instance, participation. It is about getting off the couch 

and adopting a healthy, active life style! In fact, there are a good number of masters who, during their 
school years, never participated at all in competitive swimming but do so now as a goal in achieving fitness. 
Accordingly, there are no qualifying times for participation in local and national galas while the qualifying 
times for FINA world masters are not demanding at all – the vast majority of masters are able to qualify.  

 
4. The Agreement between SSA and SAMS (16 November 2012) 

 
 In order to resolve all issues, a delegation from SAMS (Marcelle, Halton and Craig) met with SSA (Jace Naidoo 
and Daphne Bird) on 16 November 2012 at the PWC building in Sunninghill. The following is the draft agreement 
which was discussed and proposed for confirmation by the SSA board. 

 
Preamble 

 FINA rules recognises Masters as a separate discipline with its own rules for the conduct of 
competitions and requires that master swimmers be separately registered from the members in respect 
of other disciplines 

 SAMS was established in 1983 and has given effect to the FINA rules by providing a sports body 
exclusively for masters swimmers, separately registered its members, has conducted its club, regional 
and national competitions in compliance with those rules. 

 SSA was established in 1992 and SAMS was granted associate membership under the SSA 
constitution and recognised by SSA as the exclusive body to register and organise masters swimming in 
South Africa. 

 SAMS has paid its annual membership fees and the capitation fees for its members to SSA since mid 
1990. 

 In 2011 SSA sought to change these practices in order it said to give effect to governmental 
requirements. SSA proposed that SAMS’ clubs or its regional association register with SSA’s regional 
affiliates and to submit regional lists of members and their capitation fees to the regional affiliates for 
onward transmission to SSA. 

 In 2011 an agreement was reached between SSA and SAMS in respect of SSA’s requirements despite 
SAMS’ view that the best approach is to allow SAMS to be an affiliate member with national jurisdiction 
for masters swimming. 

 Misunderstandings have arisen in giving effect to that agreement leading to disputes between SAMS 
and SSA regional affiliates. This agreement is an endeavour to resolve these misunderstandings and to 
create a new basis for the relationship between masters swimming and the other aquatic disciplines. 

 
Therefore SSA and SAMS accordingly agree to the following terms: 

 

 Point 1. SAMS recognises SSA as the only body governing the aquatic disciplines including masters 
swimming. 

 

 Point 2. SAMS will remain an associate member of the SSA and five members of its national 
executive committee and designated by it will constitute the associate committee responsible for 
masters swimming as contemplated in clause 12.8 of the SSA Constitution. 
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 Point 3. SSA recognises SAMS and its affiliate associations as the exclusive bodies under the 
umbrella of the SSA to represent and organize masters swimming in South Africa in terms of the SAMS’ 
constitution. 

 

 Point 4. SAMS’ regional associations will register with the SSA’s regional affiliates and pay an annual 
registration fee of R…. each year from 1 May 2013. 

 

 Point 5a. SAMS will submit a national list with a regional breakdown of its members and pay the 
capitation fees for each of those members to SSA. It is understood that the allocation of those capitation 
fees between SSA and its affiliates is a matter for SSA and its affiliates to determine.  

 
Alternatively (for SSA to decide as SAMS is agreeable to either option): 

 

 Point 5b. SAMS will submit a regional list of its individual members to the relevant regional SSA 
affiliate together with the capitation fees for each of those members. 

 

 Point 6. SSA, SAMS and their respective affiliates, associations and members agree to co-operate in 
promoting all the aquatic disciplines. 

 

 Point 7a. In accordance with the FINA Masters General Rules, a swimmer registered with SAMS (and 
whose capitation fees have been paid to SSA) will be permitted to compete in any competition organised 
by FINA, SSA or an SSA affiliate or club. 

 
Alternatively (for SSA to decide as SAMS is agreeable to either option): 

 

 Point 7b. A swimmer registered with SAMS (and whose capitation fees have been paid to SSA) who 
wishes to compete in any competition organised by FINA, SSA or an SSA affiliate or club in respect of 
disciplines other than masters must register with a club affiliated to a SSA regional affiliate provided that 
that swimmer will not be required to pay an additional capitation fee. 

 

 Point 8. Any dispute arising from this agreement will be initiated by written notice from one party to 
the other and the parties will meet within 14 days of the notice with the view to resolving the dispute. If 
the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, the dispute will be referred to mediation, failing which 
arbitration. 

 
5. The MOU and Guidelines – March 2013 

                                                                                                                 
At a meeting held on 13 February 2013 in Cape Town attended by Marcelle, Halton, Briane Reynolds (representing 
SSA) and Bernie Manzoni (secretary - WPA) the proposals outlined in paragraph 4 above were further discussed 
and there appears to be broad agreement on the principles raised in the draft and in particular options 5b and 7a.  
The four individuals referred to above would prepare the final agreement between SAMS and SSA and will also 
formulate rules to deal with issues that arise at regional level. Once completed, both the agreement (MoU) and 
the rules/guidelines (refer to the epilogue at the end of this chapter.) will be submitted for approval to SSA and to 
SAMS’ national executives (i.e. to SAMS and the regional presidents). Key issues which define the way forward 
(and which will be embraced in the two documents) are as follows:- 

  
5.1. SAMS’ status as an associate member is entrenched. Thus, while SAMS aligns with SSA’s constitution, SAMS 

remains an independent/autonomies organization. Accordingly, SAMS retains its own structures and 
financial systems separate to those of the regional affiliates. It follows that regional affiliates have no 
jurisdiction over masters and may not dictate which clubs masters may or may not represent. 
 

5.2. Going forward, SAMS remains committed to working with SSA and regional affiliates to promote and 
develop swimming in SA to the greater benefit of all. To this end, SAMS adapts its modus operandi to meet 
the needs/requirements of SSA. 

 
5.3. Following the above, unlike the years prior to the current (12/13) season, SAMS will not provide 

membership registration data and associated fees directly to SSA but will provide each regional affiliate the 
registration data and SSA capitation fees as such is applicable to that specific affiliate. This is in accord with 
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option 5a above and the process already instituted for the current 12/13 season. The registration flow is as 
follows: masters clubs to masters region to SAMS to applicable regional affiliate.  

 
5.4. Thus, regional affiliates will have a complete data base of all their members including those of masters in 

their areas of jurisdiction. The holding of the masters’ data base should not be construed by regional 
affiliates that SAMS has in any way deviated from its associate member status.    

 
5.5. The appropriation of masters’ SSA capitation fees paid over by SAMS to the regional affiliates is a matter 

concerning SSA and its affiliates. Additionally, SAMS will pay each regional affiliate a once off fee (of the 
order R250) to cover the costs of setting up the masters’ data base as such is applicable to the specific 
regional affiliate. 

 
5.6. With the above systems in place masters are entitled to compete and represent their masters club in any 

SSA or SSA affiliate/club event including both pool and open water swimming (in line with option 7a in 
paragraph 4 above). Notwithstanding SAMS’ associate membership status, masters will enjoy the same 
opportunities and acclaim as any other affiliate member. This is in line with FINA’s ruling that masters’ 
members retain his/her right to take part in masters’ events as well as aquatic events. 

 
5.7. Relative to the prior season SAMS has increased its membership by some 12%. Going forward, cardinal tasks 

for the new SAMS committee are to at least sustain the growth in membership and to maintain harmonious 
relations with SSA and its affiliates.  
 

6. SSA reneges on the MOU (31 October 2013) and Registrations for the 14/15 Season. 
  

6.1. Despite all of the preceding, SSA in an email to SAMS on the 31 October 2013 SSA, made the extraordinary 
statement that SSA had never agreed to the MOU. 
 

6.2. SSA issued directives that masters and masters clubs had to be integrated with the affiliates, conforming to 
all rules and specifically the 31 October cut-off date for registrations. 

 
6.3. SAMS objected to SSA’s stance but nonetheless, consulted with NTS (Northern Tigers Swimming) to find a 

solution that would be acceptable to SAMS and the affiliates. The document “Guidelines for Masters 
Swimming Registrations: 14/15 season” was compiled and published. Key elements of which are given 
below in paragraphs 6.4 and 6.5. See also Addendum C. 

 
6.4. The 14/15 season guidelines document makes provision for a club registration fee based on the formula = 

R(50+10m) where m = club membership at the prior  season with an upper limit = R650. This fee, which is 
paid by SAMS, takes no regard of the fee (around R1000) which aquatic clubs pay their affiliates. 

 
6.5. The 14/15 season guidelines document also makes provision for an individual masters membership based on 

the formula R(SSA Fee + 20). This is regardless of any requirement from an affiliate for masters to pay higher 
fees and regardless of SSA’s requirement that the fee should be R380 i.e. R(SSA Fee + 130). Given SSA’s 
unfortunate financial status, SAMS agreed to pay SSA’s fee = R250 
 

7. SSA/SAMS status at 15 January 2015 
 
7.1  Ron Andrews – SSA’s general secretary, at the present time, is revising SSA’s constitution. To this end, 

definitions to cover a masters’ swimmer and a masters’ club have been submitted to Ron for inclusion in the 
revised constitution. The new/amended constitution is expected to be finalized in the first six months of 
2015. Other than that SAMS has not been consulted in any way as to how Masters should best be 
accommodated in the restructured SSA (see letter to SSA, in addendum G at the end of this chapter). 
 

7.2 Definitions:  
 

 Masters Swimmer:  An adult, 25 years and over with age taken as at 31 December of the calendar year, 
competing in 5 year age groups and representing his Masters Club at all levels of competition and 
regardless of his ability. A Masters Swimmer is a member who competes for achieving fitness, friendships 
and understanding and who, for Masters competitions (meets), is not subjected to a selection process nor 
are entry times authorized or sanctioned by anyone.” 
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Footnote:  According to FINA, Master Swimming commences at age 25. However SAMS, in its current       
constitution, recognizes Masters Swimmers in South Africa in an additional age group of 19-24). 
 

 Masters Club:  A club registered with an SSA Affiliate and the Masters discipline with all its members’ 
Masters Swimmers and without any restrictions with regard to geographic location or nationality. A 
Masters sub-set of a registered Aquatics Club comprising member who are Masters Swimmers may also be 
recognized as a Masters Club.”  
 
Footnote: FINA’s outlook on Masters is unique in adult age-group sport in that Masters Swimmers enter 
World Masters Champs on a DIY basis, entering their own times and representing just their clubs.  
 

7.3 With due regard to the above it is inconceivable that SSA view a Masters club as being on a par with a regular 
aquatics club. SSA needs to find a formula and that takes care of the differentials between Masters swimming and 
regular competitive swimming – see addendum E. 
 

7.4  SAM holds the view that as it is SSA who desire Masters to be incorporated within affiliate structures it is up to 
SSA to provide for Masters in a way that will ensure that Masters will continue to grow and prosper. SAMS will 
not yield on its commitment to safeguard the interests of Masters and as such committed to the resolution in 
paragraph 7.4 below. 

 
7.5  Resolution: SAMS resolves to do its utmost to ensure that SA Masters Swimming, as such is postulated by FINA 

and embodied not only in the definitions above but also in the SAMS constitution, is preserved, whilst 
maintaining a cordial relationships with SSA and SSA affiliates. All SAMS’ systems, processes and methodologies, 
as are documented in SAMS’ handbook and web site and which have been built up over the past 30 years by 
SAMS as an independent (i.e. non-affiliate, associate) member of SSA will be maintained notwithstanding the 
inclusion of SA Masters Swimming within SSA and SSA affiliate structures. 

 
                                                                             In short: 
                                             “WE WILL DO WHAT IS RIGHT FOR OUR MEMBERS”  

 
7.6 The future of SA Masters Swimming (SAMS) depends on the above. Hopefully there will be an accord and 

Masters, as such is defined by FINA, will be duly accounted for. 
 

7.7 If not, other options will be to seek resolution at a higher level (SASCOC!) or to find a solution that will preserve 
masters regardless of rhetoric from SSA, yet retaining recognition for those swimmers participating 
internationally. In any event, SAMS will do whatever is necessary to ensure that masters swimming as such is 
postulated by FINA’s, embracing ethos and conceptual outlook, will be upheld and preserved. 

 
7.8 SSA requires the affairs of SAMS to be managed by a MTC (Masters Technical Committee). Notwithstanding the 

term “technical” is included in the title, the MTC is the only voice of Masters within SSA. In SAMS view the specific 
role of this SSA-MTC is outlined in annexure E. 

 
8.  Guidelines for Masters Registrations: 2015/16 SEASON  
 

1. These guidelines use as reference the 2014/15 season Masters Registration guidelines as issued on the 18th 
June 2014 under the auspices of the SSA-MTC and are likewise, provided under the direction of the SSA-MTC. 
 

2. The guidelines and fees herein reflect not only the earnest desire of SAMS to promote and develop Masters 
Swimming but also that which is believed to be in the best interests of swimming in South Africa. The 
guidelines are based on the decisions made at the NTS Executive meeting held on the 4th May, 2015 in the 
Aubrey Nunn room at Hillcrest Swimming Pool as such impacts masters in the NTS region. 
 

3. For the 2015/16 season, the registration process for independent masters clubs (i.e. masters clubs which are 
not part of or a division/subset of an aquatics club) will be similar to that which was in place for the 14/15 
season in that SAMS will be the interface with the affiliates for the payment of applicable fees and 
submission of registration data. SAMS will remain in control of masters’ registrations and manage the 
masters’ data base. 
 

4. With regard to masters clubs that are divisions/subsets of aquatic clubs (such as those in the Nelson Mandela 
bay area), there is no objection if these clubs submit masters’ SSA/SSA affiliate fees directly to the applicable 
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affiliate provided that those masters who just wish to be registered for participation in masters events and 
are not seeking selection to represent the affiliate in pool or open water swimming, only pay the fees 
indicated in paragraph 5 below. Nonetheless, masters’ registration data and associated SAMS fees still have 
to be submitted to SAMS in the normal manner. 
 

5. Masters registered with independent masters clubs will pay, via SAMS, the applicable affiliate an individual 
membership fee of R365* (i.e. the SSA fee of R325 + R40). Masters in their 65

th
 year and older will pay a 

“pensioners” rate of no more than the SSA fee of R325. (Affiliates should kindly note that, in respect of the 
latter, NTS is very generously, also sponsoring SSA fees to the tune of R225, i.e. NTS pensioners will only pay 
a total fee of R100). 
 

6. SAMS will pay each applicable affiliate a club registration fee of R500 for all independent masters clubs 
having a membership at the close of the 14/15 season of 8 or more masters. Masters clubs with less than 8 
members should consider amalgamating with larger masters clubs or alternatively, the members should 
register with a local aquatics clubs.  
 

7. SAMS will not pay any fee for the registration of masters clubs which are divisions/subsets of aquatic clubs. 
However, to promote the development of masters swimming in the Nelson Mandela bay aquatics area where 
all masters clubs are divisions/subsets of aquatics clubs, SAMS will pay a fee of R700 to NMBA (Previously 
R600).  

 
Derek Fyfe 
SSA-MTC  
11 May 2015 
 
*Footnote: In the 14/15 season masters paid an individual membership fee of R270 (i.e. the SSA fee of R250 plus R20 
to the affiliate). Thus the amount R365 represents a 35% increase in total fees paid to the affiliate and moreover, the 
affiliate’s portion has been doubled. It is estimated that SAMS, for the 15/16 season, will contribute some R300 000 to 
SSA/SSA affiliate coffers. This contribution is not considered unreasonable given the status and self proficiency of 
Masters within SSA/SSA affiliate structures. 
 
9.  Priorities and critical factors forming the basis for the SAMS registration guidelines (2015/16 season)  
                (Extract from an email from SAMS dated 10 May 2015 to the Masters Regions). 

 
“SAMS strongly holds the view that the preservation and growth of MSISA (Masters Swimming in SA) is, at this 
juncture, dependent on two critical factors:- 
 

(a) Control of Masters Registrations and Masters Registration Data through the retention of the current 
Centralized Masters Registration system via SAMS (hence ensuring that SAMS and our Masters Regions are 
retained with management of our own funds as we see fit – this is priority number 1!). 

(b) Payment of fees that are affordable and with due regard to due regard to the status and self proficiency of 
Masters within SSA/SSA affiliate structures.  
 

 

                                                    ADDENDUMS 
 
 

(A) Memorandum of Understanding between SSA and SAMS (Reneged on by SSA on 31/10/13) 
 
1. SAMS is an associate member of SSA and recognises SSA as the only body governing the acquatic disciplines in 
South Africa including masters swimming.  

2. SSA recognises SAMS as the exclusive body to govern Masters swimmers in South Africa in accordance with FINA 
rules and under the umbrella of the SSA.  

3. SSA and SAMS enter into this memorandum of understanding and its accompanying guidelines in order to foster 
cooperation, regulate relations and avoid disputes between SSA and SAMS at national and regional affiliate levels.  

4. Five members of the SAMS national executive committee will constitute the associate committee responsible for 
masters swimming as contemplated in clause 12.8 of the SSA Constitution.  
5. SAMS will pay an annual registration fee to SSA as determined by SSA at the SSA Annual General Meeting.  
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6. SAMS will ensure that each of its regional associations will register with its associated SSA regional affiliate and pay 
an (affordable)annual registration fee as determined by SSA at the SSA Annual General Meeting..  

7. SAMS will submit a regional list of its individual members with the required SSA details (as set out in the Annexure 
to the Guidelines) to the associated regional SSA affiliate together with the capitation fees for each of those members.  

8. SAMS individual members on the regional list will be captured on the SSA and its regional affiliates’ data bases and 
recognised as individual members of SSA.  

9. In accordance with the FINA Masters General Rules, a swimmer registered with SAMS and captured by the regional 
affiliate on its data base and transmitted to the SSA data base will be permitted to compete in any competition 
organised by FINA, SSA or a SSA affiliate or club.  

10. SSA, SAMS and their respective affiliates, clubs agree to cooperate in promoting all the acquatic disciplines.  

11. SSA and SAMS will each designate a member of their respective national executive committees to liaise with each 
other to promote cooperation, ensure compliance with this memorandum of understanding and seek to prevent and 
resolve any disputes that may arise. The designated members may prepare amendments to the Guidelines in 
accordance with this memorandum of understanding to deal with any issue that may arise in the future.  

12. Any dispute arising from this memorandum or the guidelines must be referred first to the member of the national 
executive committee designated in clause 11. The designated members will seek to resolve the dispute. If not 
resolved, SSA national executive committee must seek to resolve the dispute in consultation with the associate 
committee responsible for masters swimming referred to in clause 4. If the dispute is not resolved, the dispute may 
be referred by either party for mediation under the auspices of Sport and Recreation South Africa.  
 

(B) SSA Guidelines for Masters Swimming (Reneged on by SSA on 31/10/13) 
 
SSA and SAMS have concluded a memorandum of understanding in which SAMS recognises the SSA as the only body 
governing acquatic disciplines in South Africa and SSA recognises SAMS as an associate member of the SSA and the 
exclusive body governing masters swimming.  
In order to promote cooperation, regulate relations and prevent disputes between SSA Regional Affiliates and SAMS, 
its affiliates, clubs and individual members, SSA and SAMS have developed these guidelines in accordance with the 
memorandum of understanding between SSA and SAMS, SAMS affiliates for the 2013/14 season.  
 
1 SAMS will ensure that their regional affiliates are registered with their associated SSA regional affiliates for the 
2013/14 season at a flat rate of R[ ] per region. For example, WP Masters Swimming will be registered with WP 
Aquatics and pay its registration fee at the beginning of the season, namely 1 May 2013.  

2 SAMS will send the capitation fees (as determined by SSA) for the season and registration data of SAMS individual 
members registered through its clubs and regional affiliates to the relevant SSA regional affiliate. So for example, 
SAMS will provide all the details of its individual members registered with the clubs affiliated to WP Masters 
Swimming and submit those details to WP Acquatics together with the SSA capitation fees for those individual 
members. The details are listed in the Annexure.  

3 SAMS will ensure that the registration data will be provided in full and in compliance with the information required 
by SSA for capture on its data bases.  

4 SSA’s regional affiliates will capture the individual registrations on their data bases and transmit them to SSA’s 
database and send [TBA] % of the SSA capitation fees paid by SAMS together with the confirmation of the individual 
masters registrations to SSA.  

5 Once the capitation fees and registration are received by SSA’s regional affiliates – SAMS’ registered individual 
members will be recognised by SSA as registered masters swimmers for FINA and SSA events.  

6 Registered masters swimmers, as per the FINA rules, have the right to take part as a masters swimmer in any event 
organised by SSA or its regional affiliates. So for example, a registered masters swimmer will be permitted to 
participate in an SSA organised open water swim in the same way as any other swimmer registered with SSA.  

7 A registered individual member of a club affiliated to a SSA regional affiliate may join any club affiliated to any SAMS 
regional affiliate in accordance with its rules but the club may not require the payment of the SSA capitation fee.  

8 The SAMS regional affiliate should strive to ensure good communication with its counterpart SSA affiliate. To this 
end each SSA regional affiliate will permit a person designated by its counterpart SAMS regional affiliate to sit ex 
officio on the SSA regional affiliate representative structure.  

9 If there is any dispute as to the registration or the right of a masters swimmer to swim in an SSA event, the SSA 
official or office bearer responsible for registration or organisation of the event must contact the designated SAMS 
person with a view to resolving the dispute as quickly as possible  
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 ANNEXURE TO THE GUIDELINES (Reneged on by SSA on 31/10/13) 
Registration details  
1. RSA Identity Number/Passport Number  

2. Surname (as it is recorded in ID Book/Passport)  

3. Legal First Name (as it is recorded in the ID Book Passport)  

4. Middle names (as it is recorded in ID Book/Passport)  

5. Preferred First Name  

6. Date of Birth  

7. Age  

8. Gender  

9. Residential address  

10. Contact details: /cell/home tel/work tel/fax/email  

11. Ethnicity (in accordance with SA census): Asian 1/Black 2/Coloured 3/Indian 4/ White 5  

12. Date of registration/New registration/Renewal  

13. Discipline: Master swimmer/Master open water/admin official/swimming coach  

14. Name of Club  

15. If capitated through another aquatic body – name  

16. Citizenship: SA citizen/Dual citizen/Permanent resident.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(C) GUIDELINES FOR MASTERS’ REGISTRATIONS: 2014/15 SEASON  
                     (As implemented by all affiliates but apparently with the exception of KZNA) 
 
1.0 These guidelines are based on the following documents. 

 Principles defining SAMS’ new relationship with SSA - dated 20/03/14 

 The role of the SSA-MTC (Masters Technical Committee) dated 17/06/14 

 Notes of a meeting between TMS and NTS held on 1
st

 April 2014 – dated 02/04/14 

 A summary of masters’ registration data for the 13/14 season – dated 25/05/14 
 

2.0 Masters themselves shall, within SSA/SSA affiliate structures, manage and be responsible for masters swimming 
including registrations. 
 

3.0 Fees levied by SSA and SSA affiliates shall be affordable taking cognisance of FINA’s fundamental theorem that 
masters compete for fitness, friendship and understanding, representing clubs. The theorem defines Masters as 
recreational swimming. This is in line with the classification of athletes (swimmers) as either competitive, 
recreational and exceptions. The latter includes non affiliated school swimmers and pensioners. Accordingly, 
SAMS provides only for the recreational and exceptions athlete categories. See also clauses 11 and 13 below. 

 
4.0 The interests of masters will be governed within SSA and SSA affiliates by Masters Technical Committees. The 

SSA-MTC within SSA may be considered to be the Masters Board (viz., the Masters governing body) and be the 
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interface with SAMS. The SSA-MTC will consist of 5 members all of whom will be masters. Each Masters’ regions 
will be represented in their affiliates by a regional MTC (see clause 6.0 below). 

 
5.0 As an interim step and to manage the incorporation of Masters within SSA/SSA affiliate structures, the SSA-MTC 

members appointed in terms of the MOU will continue to operate until the SSA AGM in 2016. These members 
are: Anton Harrop-Allin, Derek Fyfe, Craig Stanton, Terry Downes and John Petersen. It should be noted that the 
SSA-MTC operates on a 4 year cycle while SAMS operates on a 2 year cycle with the next SAMS cycle commencing 
21 March 2015. 

 
6.0 SAMS and the masters regions will be retained and continue to operate as before.  SAMS may be viewed as a sub-

committee of the SSA-MTC. The masters regions, in effect, become the regional MTC and will be represented in 
the affiliates’ executive committee by one or two MTC members. 

 
7.0 The SSA–MTC will, on behalf of SSA and SAMS, manage and regulate fees paid to SSA affiliates. This includes the 

club affiliation fee and the membership fee paid by individual masters. In addition, the SSA-MTC will be in overall 
control of SAMS’ data base. The data registration flow will follow the route: clubs – masters’ regions – SAMS/SSA-
MTC – affiliate. 

 
8.0 The role of the SSA-MTC is not to put the screws on masters, but rather to ensure that with the integration of 

Masters within SSA structures, Masters continues to grow and prosper and moreover, at a faster rate than ever 
before! 

 
9.0 Masters (incorporating masters swimming) is recognised by FINA as a separate discipline to competitive 

swimming. As indicated in clause 3 above, Masters falls within the scope of recreational swimming and as such, 
masters’ clubs are recognized as recreational clubs which implies that a different set of laws, standards, rules, 
fees and regulations are applicable as compared to those of competitive swimming.  

 
10.0  Each SSA discipline (e.g. water polo, competitive swimming, open water, masters, etc) requires specific fees to be 

paid by a member regardless of whether or not that member is registered with SSA. Thus, a member registered 
with SSA as a water polo player or competitive swimmer cannot simply expect to be registered as a master 
without registering with a masters club and paying masters fees. Conversely a master swimming cannot expect to 
compete in competitive swimming events without registering with a competitive swimming club and payment of 
applicable fees or for that matter, a water polo club without paying water polo fees. 

 
11.0  At the close of the 2013/14 season, SAMS comprised 753 members registered across 10 masters regions 

embracing a total of 25 clubs (16 independent masters clubs and with 9 clubs being subsets of competitive clubs). 
87% of masters are registered with independent masters (i.e. recreational) clubs. Approximately 33% masters 
(250) are over the age 60. These masters (who then fall into the “exceptions” classification) should qualify for 
reduced rates and this will be taken up with SSA/SSA affiliates in due course. 

 
12.0  Independent masters (viz., recreational) clubs, as agreed with Northern Tigers Swimming (NTS) in respect of NTS’ 

masters clubs, will be registered with the applicable affiliate dependent on the number of club members (M) at 
the close of the 2013/14 season and based on the formula: R(50+10xM) with an upper limit of R650. The club 
affiliation fee will be paid by SAMS from SAMS’ funds. The fee will be payable concurrent with the first batch of 
registrations submitted to the applicable affiliate. A Masters club which is a sub-set of a competitive club will not 
pay a masters club affiliation fee. 

 
13.0  Masters, as agreed with NTS in respect of NTS’ masters, will pay an individual membership fee of  R(SSA Fee + 20) 

to the applicable affiliate. Masters who want more than that provided for recreational swimming as per 
paragraph 3 above, e.g. to represent an affiliate in competition or participate in an affiliate’s championship or 
other galas may have to pay additional fees as required by the applicable affiliate. The member’s masters club 
may, of course, also have to register as a competitive swimming club should this be required by the affiliate. 

 
14.0  The registration process for independent masters clubs for the 2014/15 season will be similar to that which was 

in place for the 13/14 season in that SAMS will be the interface with the affiliates for the payment of applicable 
fees and submission of registration data. However, instead of SAMS paying a fee for each masters region as was 
the case for the 13/14 season, SAMS will pay the affiliation fee for each individual masters clubs as per clause 12 
above. 
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15.0  With regard to masters clubs that are sub-sets of competitive clubs (such as those in the Eastern Province 
region), the SSA-MTC has no objection if these clubs submit masters’ SSA/SSA membership fees directly to the 
applicable affiliate provided that those masters who wish to be registered for recreational swimming only (i.e. 
those who only wish to participate in masters galas and open water events that are open to the general public), 
just pay the fee indicated in clause 13 above. Nonetheless, masters’ registration data and associated fees still 
have to be submitted to SAMS in the normal manner. 

 
16.0  SSA has increased individual membership fees for the 14/15 season from R153 to R250 across the board 

including recreational swimming. Some affiliates have likewise made no dispensation for Masters with fees for 
Masters being set at R380 inclusive of the SSA fee.  Because of SSA’s current financial difficulties and as an 
indication of goodwill and willingness to cooperate, SAMS will pay the R250 SSA fee/member for the current 
season. In line however, with agreements already reached with a number of affiliates, masters will only pay, in 
the case of recreational swimming, the affiliates a R270 fee inclusive of the SSA R250 fee i.e. R20 will accrue to 
the affiliate/member.   

 
17.0  Current SSA and affiliate constitutions make inadequate or no provision for Masters. New constitutions are in the 

process of being drafted and it is imperative that the SSA-MTC be consulted on all issues impacting Masters. 
 
Derek Fyfe SSA-MTC  
(Registrations) 18 June 2014 
 

(D) PRINCIPLES DEFINING SAMS’ NEW RELATIONSHIP WITH SSA  
 

1. Masters  shall, under the umbrella of SSA, remain in control of masters swimming through: 

 the retention of SAMS, represented in SSA by a MTC (Masters Technical Committee – see note below); 

 the retention of Masters’ regions, represented in the affiliates by regional MTCs and; 

 control and management of the Masters’ data base by the SSA-MTC. The data registration flow will be: 
clubs – masters’ regions – SSA/MTC – affiliate. 

 
2. Fees shall be kept to a minimum through positive interaction with regional affiliates based on the 

following premises:       

 Masters clubs will register with applicable affiliates and pay a fee dependent on the size of the club (i.e. 
small masters’ clubs will not pay, in relative terms, exorbitant fees) and; 

 clubs will register individual members with their respective affiliates and pay an affiliation fee dependent 
on the master’s needs, i.e. two sets of fees are envisaged:   

(a) a basic fee for those masters who wish just to participate as stipulated by FINA for masters 
(i.e. to participate for fitness, friendship and understanding, competing for their clubs) and as 
such, will not pay the fees applicable to level/senior swimmers and  

(b) an extended fee for those masters wishing to go beyond (a) above and to represent, at senior 
nationals, their districts or provinces in senior/level swimming events including open water. 

      Tshwane Masters will negotiate with NTS to draw up an agreement to be used as a guideline and basis 
for negotiation between masters’ regions and their respective affiliates. 

      Appropriate adjustments need to be made to SSA’s constitution to provide for the above. 

      SSA’s duly appointed executive committee for Masters (i.e. the SSA-MTC, namely; Anton Harrop-Allin, 
Derek Fyfe, Craig Stanton, Terry Downes and John Petersen) fully endorse the above principles.  In the 
event of SSA not accepting or supporting this endorsement then the SSA-MTC recommends that SAMS, 
for the 2014/15 season, revert to the provisions as contained in the two documents; “Memorandum of 
Understanding between SSA and SAMS” and the “SSA Guidelines for Masters Swimming” given that, in 
SAMS’ view, SSA is legally bound to the provisions contained in the MOU.  

  
 Derek Fyfe Obo SSA-MTC 20/03/2014 
 

(E) THE ROLE OF THE SSA-MTC                                                                                                                       (Issue 2) 
                                                                                                             

1. Background 
 

1.1 According to FINA, masters swimming is to do with adults 25 years and older (SAMS from 19) swimming for 
fitness, friendship and understanding and representing their clubs in all competitions, including world masters. 
Apart from these fundamental concepts there are a number of FINA general and swimming specific rules which 
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differentiate masters from competitive swimming and which need to be taken care of in the integration of 
Masters within SSA/SSA structures and in the fee structures which are applied. 
 

1.2 Athletes can be classified as competitive, recreational and exceptions. According to the definition in 1.1 above, 
competitive swimming does not fall within the ambit of masters. Masters only provides for athletes in the 
recreational and exceptions category. The latter includes non-affiliates school swimmers and pensioners. 

 
1.3 Significant differentials between competitive swimming (viz. junior/senior/elite) as provided for by SSA/SSA and 

masters (recreational) swimming as provided for by SAMS are “unpacked” in the table headed below.   
             

 

1.4 It is precisely because of these differentials that Masters is provided for as an associate member in the current 
SSA constitution (November 2011).  Furthermore, Masters is not even mentioned in the affiliates’ constitutions!  
 

1.5 SAMS, over the past 30 years, has developed all the necessary processes and systems which have enabled 
Masters to: 

 

 Organize and run own galas without input from and at no cost to the affiliates (Typically in Gauteng 
Masters run, during the course of the season, a dozen or more galas including for example: the Frost Bite 
winter galas, Winter Challenge Charity swims, Coelacanth 1500, Short Course Champs, Inter-Regional 
galas, Regional Champs, 6 hour endurance as well as the Sun City Open Water event). 

 Orchestrate Nationals at no cost to the affiliates (total cost R250 000+ funded largely through sponsors 
sourced by masters themselves) 

 Provide and maintain own trophies at no cost to the affiliates 

 Provide and maintain own website at no cost to the affiliates 

 Maintain a records and colours system at no cost to the affiliates 

 Maintain its own data base and provide a complete masters’ registration system at very little cost to the 
affiliates or to SSA and 

 Provide administrative and social events (hall hire, etc.) at no cost to the affiliate. 
 

1.6 Masters in the general (85%) case do not participate in galas organized and run by the affiliates. This, and taking 
paragraphs 1.3 and 1.5 above into consideration, dictates that a different fee structure  as well as a different set 
of rules to that of competitive swimming should be applied for Masters. Please also refer to paragraphs 2.3 and 
2.4 below.   
 

1.7 To provide for the incorporation of Masters within its structures, SSA appointed in November 2012, a small 
working party comprising a SSA board member and a master to develop a Masters’ integration plan. The 
working party, in March 2013, produced the MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) which document 
essentially made provision for the retention of SAMS as an associate member but with registration data being 
routed via the affiliates. The MOU was accompanied by a document providing guidelines for registrations. 

Competitive swimming - SSA/FINA      Masters (recreational) swimming – SAMS/FINA 

Compete to be the best that they can ever be. Ultimate 
goal to compete at the highest level. 

No desire or no longer able to compete at the highest level.  
Swim for fitness, friendship and understanding. 

Nurture young people to be world class. Encourage adults to swim for fitness and health. 

Application forms geared to young people (e.g. 
information providing parent details, etc.) 

Application forms geared to adults (e.g. information providing 
details of next of kin, etc.) 

Where applicable, age as at day of event or as at calendar 
year start. 

Age as at calendar year end. 

A system based on sanctioned qualifying times. No qualifying times and times are not sanctioned by anyone. 

A system based on selection processes to represent 
districts, provinces and nations. 

No selection processes – masters represent clubs. 

International competition through national 
representation. 

International competition through club representation. 

SA/World records at any FINA sanctioned gala. SA/World masters records only at FINA sanctioned masters 
galas. 

Must reside and register with a club in the applicable 
affiliates’ area of jurisdiction. 

May belong to any club world-wide. 

Registration for the season closes 31 October. Registration for the season closes at the closing date for 
National LC Champs 

A fee structure based on clubs providing professional 
coaching and to make provision for all the above.  

Fees kept to a minimum to encourage adults to register with 
masters. 
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1.8 In August 2013 SSA held a workshop on Masters (to which SAMS was not invited!) where significant decisions 

were made to the detriment of Masters. In October 2013, despite written and verbal agreements to the MOU, 
SSA summarily reneged on the MOU and issued, without consultation with SAMS and contrary to all 
constitutions (its own, the affiliates and SAMS), that masters’ clubs must, for the 1415 season and onwards, 
register with the affiliates. It is not inconceivable that the parties referred to could face legal action from a 
master should that master, duly paying the SSA fee, not be registered.   Apart from all of this, SAMS has also 
noted and expressed its disappointment, on numerous occasions, on SSA’s failure to respond to emails or to 
engage SAMS in discussion to resolve issues. 

 
1.9 While SAMS’ association with SSA has been demanding, the opposite is true of NTS (Northern Tigers 

Swimming). The latter has been outstanding not only in assistance rendered in the development of the 
integration strategy, but also in the way Masters have been welcomed and supported. The presentation of T-
shirts and swim caps to those that participated at the Free State nationals is particularly noteworthy and 
appreciated by Masters. 

 
1.10  Masters is represented within FINA by a Masters Technical Committee (MTC). Notwithstanding that FINA will 

not dictate to a federation how to run its business, SSA similarly, now requires Masters to be represented by a 
MTC.  Within SSA by a SSA-MTC and within affiliates by regional MTCs. 

 
1.11  The SSA-MTC, which is a 5 person committee, operates on a 4 year cycle with the present cycle continuing until 

the SSA AGM in 2016. The SSA masters committee appointed in terms of the MOU (Anton Harrop-Allin, Derek 
Fyfe, Craig Stanton, John Petersen and Terry Downes) will take on the responsibility of the SSA-MTC until the 
commencement of the next cycle. The committee must all be masters and well versed in the affairs of masters 
swimming. 

 
2 Specific functions of the SSA-MTC 

 
2.1 A key role of the SSA-MTC is to ensure the smooth integration of Masters within SSA/SSA affiliate       structures 

taking cognizance of the differentials outlined above whilst ensuring that Masters will continue to grow and 
prosper. The SSA-MTC will endeavor to prevent the problems referred to in paragraph 1.8 from reoccurring. 

 
2.2 As indicated in paragraph 1.4 above, SSA and its affiliates, due to inadequate or no provision in current 

constitutions, are not geared to accommodate masters. No Masters’ specific processes and systems such as 
those referred to in paragraph 1.5 are in place. As an example, information on Masters on SSA’s website is non-
existent. A strategic integration plan with time lines needs to be developed covering all concerns and bases. 
 

2.3 Another key role of the SSA-MTC is to grow and develop Masters.  And specifically through the regulation of 
both the rules as well as fees applied by the affiliates to masters. The 14/15 season fee structures recently 
published by SSA and some affiliates are, for the reasons mentioned in paragraph 1.6 above, inappropriate for 
masters and have been set without consultation with Masters. 

 
2.4 Further to the above, the SSA-MTC has noted that prior to 13/14 season SAMS did not pay any fees to the 

affiliates which is not remarkable as affiliates rendered no services to masters excepting when a specific 
masters region was required to host nationals. This was changed in the 13/14 season with SAMS paying a R250 
fee to each affiliate considering that some administrative effort was expended by the affiliate in the registration 
of masters. Given the substantially increase in affiliate fees as proposed by the SSA-MTC for the 14/15 season in 
the document “Notes of a meeting between TNS and TMS held on 01 April 2014”), the SSA-MTC cannot justify 
masters paying, fees of the order R380 for individual membership as published by some affiliates and with due 
regard that no additional effort is required from the affiliates at this stage.   

 
2.5 The SSA-MTC recognizes the importance of the retention and growth of small masters clubs and therefore 

adopts a fee structure which is based on the size of the club (i.e. as per the formula R(50+10m) where “m” is 
the club membership at the close of the prior season - see the document referred to in paragraph 2.4 above). 
The fee structure provides a greater incentive to grow the smaller clubs. New clubs will pay the minimum fee 
(R50). Large clubs (60 or more members) will pay a maximum fee of R650. Obviously those affiliates 
incorporating larger masters clubs within their structures will enjoy a greater benefit. 
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2.6 The SSA-MTC  also recognizes that it is essential to retain SAMS and the masters regions as they currently exist 
in tact as well as a centralized registration system and at least until there is clear evidence that masters will be 
properly catered for by the affiliates. 

 
2.7 The SSA-MTC will provide, on behalf of SSA, a guidelines document which will include the rules governing the 

registration process and the fee structure to be applied to Masters during the integration process. 
 

2.8 As indicated in paragraph 1.4, the SSA-MTC takes into consideration that neither the current SSA constitution 
(dated November 2011) nor those of the affiliates make proper provision for masters and the registration of 
masters clubs. It is imperative that this position is rectified in the new constitutions currently being formulated. 
A task of the SSA-MTC is to influence the final drafting of said documents.  

 
2.9 Finally, the role of the SSA-MTC may be summarized as follows:- 

 

 Ensure the smooth integration of Masters within the affiliates, 

 Provide a strategic plan for the above, 

 Retain SAMS and the Masters’ regions as long as necessary, 

 Retain a centralized registration system as long as necessary, 

 Grow Masters and safeguard small clubs, 

 Regulate fees applied by affiliates through interaction with affiliates, 

 Ensure that Masters interests are safeguarded in new constitutions, 

 Forge closer ties with SSA despite past difficulties. 

 Forge closer ties and cooperation with affiliates and to engender the support as provided by NTS. 
 

Derek Fyfe 
SSA-MTC: Registrations. 
Issue 2:  07/11/14 
Issue 1: 17/06/2014                  

 
 

(F) NOTES ON THE MEETING BETWEEN NTS AND TMS HELD ON 01 APRIL 2014                            
                                                               (A brief summary of proposals)               
 

1. A meeting was held between Anton Jordaan (President Northern Tigers Swimming), Craig Stanton and Derek 
Fyfe to discuss Tshwane Masters registrations for the forthcoming (2014/15) season. The document headed 
“Principles defining SAMS’ New Relationship with SSA” was used as a basis for discussion and for formulating 
proposals. 
 

2. Three broad categories of swimmers were identified: competitive, recreational (including masters) and 
exceptions. 
 

3. Tshwane Masters Swimming consists of three clubs, Alcatraz (4 members), Coelacanths (136 members) and 
Players (11 members).  Alcatraz and Coelacanth are independent masters’ clubs while Players is a masters’ 
sub-set of Players Swimming. 
 

4. Alcatraz and Coelacanth will both register with NTS at a fee of R10/member with membership determined as 
at the close of the 13/14 season. However, a lower limit (R50) and upper limit (R650) would apply to the fee.  
Thus, Alcatraz would pay NTS a registration fee, R90 (R50+4x10) and Coelacanth, R650. Players Masters 
would not pay a fee as they are already registered with NTS.  
 

5. With respect to fees paid by individual members, masters will have two payment options dependent on the 
extent of a master’s participation in NTS’ activities:  
 

 A basic Masters fee for those not wishing to be considered for selection to represent NTS (i.e. 
recreational swimmers). Typically, the fee would be          R(SSA+20) 

 An extended Masters fee for those that do (i.e. competitive swimmers). Typically the fee would be 
R(SSA+120) or a fee consistent with that paid by other competitive swimmers. 
 

              (Note: Masters over the age 65 would not pay any fee – the exceptions category) 
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6. NTS would establish a Masters Technical Committee (comprising some or all the current TMS committee 
members). 
 

7. TMS, through NTS’ MTC, will continue to conduct the affairs of Masters as it has done in the past and this 
includes; the management of masters’ registrations on behalf of all masters clubs in the region and 
submitting same to NTS as well as the control of TMS’ bank account.  
 
(Note: NTS do not foresee any problems with SAMS maintaining control of Masters’ data base and with the 
registration process following the route described in the document referred to in paragraph 1.0, namely:  
clubs – masters regions – SSA/MTC – affiliate).  
 

8. Anton Jordaan will promote these proposals firstly with other presidents in the Gauteng Province and then 
secondly, canvass other presidents, privately, at the SSA SGM to be held on 6th April 2014. 

 
Derek Fyfe 
02/04/2014 


